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SERVICE CLASSIFICATION NO. 7 (Continued)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS:  (Cont'd.)

  (d) (7) Power for Jobs:  (Cont'd)

Billing Period:
The billing period for customers served under this special provision shall be the customer's regular billing
cycle, provided that the customer is billed on a monthly basis.  Customer accounts billed normally on a bi-
monthly basis, will be billed monthly for the duration the customer continues service under the PFJ
program.  When a customer's eligibility for PFJ expires, that customer shall revert back to the rates, terms,
and allowed billing period of an otherwise applicable service classification.

NYPA PFJ Contract Demand and NYPA Adjusted PFJ Contract Demand:

NYPA Contract Demand is the Allocation approved for each customer per the customer's contract with
NYPA.  In any month that NYPA is unable to deliver to the Corporation, any portion or all of the
customer's NYPA Contract Demand, the NYPA Contract Demand shall be adjusted based on the amount
of reduced deliveries allocated on a pro rata basis across all current PFJ Contract Demands.  In such
cases, an Adjusted NYPA Contract Demand will be utilized in billing calculations as specified below.

Calculation of the Billing Ratio for PFJ Customers :

A Billing Ratio will be developed for the purpose of identifying the portion of the customer's actual
metered demand and energy which was supplied by the Corporation and that supplied by NYPA.  The
Billing Ratio will equal the NYPA Contract Demand, or Adjusted Contract Demand in any month that
NYPA is unable to deliver any portion of the customer's NYPA Contract Demand, divided by the greater
of a) the customer's current month maximum metered demand or b) the NYPA Contract Demand, or
Adjusted NYPA Contract Demand, as appropriate. This Billing Ratio, or the Adjusted Billing Ratio in
those months when the Adjusted NYPA Contract Demand is used, will be used to apportion both demand
and energy between NYPA and the Corporation.
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